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INTRODUCTION
Outsourcing IT services, management and support
enables organisations to focus on their business
objectives while maintaining an excellent level of
service to internal users.

Thank you for downloading this e-book. Whether
you are outsourcing for the first time or looking
to change your outsourcing partner, this guide is
packed with lots of information we hope you find
useful. Outsourcing a critical business operation
like IT can bring many benefits and free up
resources to focus on business objectives and
growth. However there are considerations to be
made and you will need to do some work in order
to prepare for, select and outsource successfully.
Whether you are an office manager, a business
leader or an IT Director, outsourcing IT through
an experienced partner is crucial for the seamless
operation of the service.

The value-add you get from outsourcing IT
services, management and support is in the
additional features included in your support
package. These may include a dedicated
account manager, supplier/vendor
management, on-site support, proactive
monitoring or access to consultancy. If you are
not getting some or all of these add-ons from
your current IT partner then it may be time to
change providers. If you are looking to
outsource for the first time, make sure the
proposed service meets all your business
requirements.
We hope that this guide will help you identiy
your challenges, review business objectives and
outline immediate and long-term requirements.
If you have any questions, please do not
hesitate to get in touch with us.
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IDENTIFY
CHALLENGES

Organisations that understand their business
challenges are better at aligning the right technology.

Some of the most common challenges businesses face include the stability of IT systems
or the productivity of employees. Listing both your business and technology challenges
will help you understand the suitability of potential IT partners and solutions. There are
three key areas where challenges arise: in people, process and technology.
Understanding business challenges can be difficult. Are you struggling with growth? Are
competitors' products or services more appealing? Are profit margins decreasing? Maybe
employees are hindered by certain processes or systems? Listing business challenges will
go a long way to aligning solutions.
The next step is to list identified technology challenges. You may know what some of
these are already; for example, your users complain about slow server connectivity or
your current platform doesn't enable client collaboration. Bringing in an expert will also
help identify undiscovered areas where technology might be falling short.
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QUESTIONS
TO ASK YOURSELF

There are some considerations you need to address prior to outsourcing
to ensure it is efficient, cost-effective and above all successful!
If you are outsourcing a user-facing service how will you ensure a high level of adoption? If
this new service isn't fully embraced you will face challenges from day one.
How will the affect existing IT systems, teams and processes? Introducing an
outsourced entity into the mix could make people feel threatened or no longer of value,
how will support processes continue smoothly if a third party is involved?
If you are outsourcing something quite intimate like IT support, do not be under the
illusion that your problems will be solved overnight, there is always a period of integration
where your company and your outsourced partner have to get to know each other, the
way your employees work, their expectations and culture.
How are you going to manage this service or relationship, what resources do you have
access to, how much time will you need to dedicate to the process and ongoing
management (if any) and what capacity do you have to do this right now?
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LIST
OBJECTIVES

Prioritising business objectives will help you
understand the requirements for any solution.

Technology should be aligned with business
objectives. If you don't define and share what
these are, it's difficult to expect any solution
to support or enable these? If, for example,
you are planning to increase revenue by
introducing a new digital service, then this is
an objective that needs to be aligned with IT.

Make a list of your business objectives and
plans for the next 12 months. Next, list your
aspirations for the next 3 years. Sharing this
information with an expert will ensure these
immediate and long-term objectives
are considered in any IT investment or
solution.
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REVIEW
REQUIREMENTS

With prior analysis, it is easier to set out specific and
measurable requirements.

Now that you have identified your challenges and defined your business objectives, it's
time to build a list of requirements aligned to overcoming these challenges and enabling
your business objectives.
Your list of requirements will capture what needs to be resolved and what additional
things need to be considered or delivered upon. Often businesses will build a list of
requirements such as 24x7 support or "we must be able to support our remote office".
While these requirements are important, you will want to expand this list according to
your challenges and objectives.
If your business objectives are to double staff in the next year, then you will want to
ensure any outsourced partner can scale to meet your needs. If your challenges are that
your staff can't work remotely or the business prefers a more hands-on face-to-face
approach, then you want to ensure that any potential partner has relevant experience
and resource to accommodate your requirements. Use the following checklist as a set of
deliverables to ensure a measurable success factor when outsourcing.
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CHECKLIST
CHALLENGES

List all business challenges
List all technology challenges
List all people challenges
List business processes affected by I.T.
Identify challenges affecting business growth
Identify challenges affecting margins
Identify challenges impacting revenue

OBJECTIVES

Prioritise business objectives

REQUIREMENTS

List all immediate and future requirements

020 3855 0343 | hello@appliant.net
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ABOUT
APPLIANT

Experience, Integrity, Transparency, Communication

With nearly 20 years experience, our team have successfully worked
both client & supplier side roles, covering IT Management and
Support, Account Management and Project Management.
We build our relationships based on trust, honesty and experience.
We won’t sugar coat the truth and offer complete transparency. Many
companies in the IT industry white-label and/or outsource. We will
always be open with you around what we are doing. We hold open
channels of communication with our clients, whether using Skype,
phone or email. We strive to be open and proactive in our
communication at all times.

LETS TALK
CALL 020 3855 0343
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